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Hispanic group upset over EOP changes
By Phil LaVelle
A Hispanic student group
charged Tuesday that SJSU’s administration is following a path that
would seriosly cut the Hispanic
population on campus.
The charges came at a meeting
between the Association of Latino
and Mexican American Students
and Brett Melendy, associate
academic vice president for undergraduate studies.
The group’s charges stem from
plans by the administration to
restructure the Educational Opportunity Program by consolidating
it with several other campus
agencies.
Melendy met with a panel of five
persons from ALMAS and fielded
questions from a gallery of about 35.
In his opening remarks, Roger
Sanchez, who headed Tuesday’s
adthe
blasted
meeting,
ministration’s plan.
"This campus has a high
Hispanic attrition rate," Sanchez
said. "The campus is not making up
for this through recruitment.
"We’re supposed to be a priority
on this campus for recruitment and
retention. Racism exits on this
campus."
Al.MAS called the meeting with
Melendy to ask specific questions
about the adminstration’s plan to
restructure EOP.
The plan, already approved for
implementation this fall by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton, calls for:
learning
a
--establishing
resource center
--renaming the General
Education Advisement Center the
"Academic Advisement Center"
(thus broadening its functions)
consolidating the university
outreach and recruitment efforts
Melendy fielded the following
questions from the audience: Can
the proposed consolidation plan be
stopped"; where can students go for
counseling without EOP?; what will
happen to retention tit Hispanics
after the changes go into effect?:
what will the effect on financial aid
be?; will Hispanics still be a
priority?
Melendy told the group that
Fullerton has already approved the
plan for implementation in the fall
and that it cannot be stopped.
Students still will be able to use
EOP counseling in the fall, Melendy

explained.
"The new program will have a
core EOP," Melendy said.
Although EOP Director Gabe
Reyes said Monday that a core EOP
would be ineffective, Melendy said
the administration is "committed to
increasing the number of Hispanic
students at San Jose State."
This didn’t satisfy the group,
though, who erupted into unified
boos
and applause against
Melendy’s comments throughout his
explanation of the plan.
Melendy’s explanation that
recruitment of Hispanics would be

done by the Student Affirmative
Action office in the fall drew
cosiderable anger from the group.
"You’re using a program
(Student Affirmative Action office)
that hasn’t reached its goals,"
Sanchez said.
"Does that sound like we’re a
priority," Sanchez asked the crowd.
At one point, committee
member Charlie Castillo broke his
questioning of Melendy and impatiently asked the group, "Will we
be another statistic of the Chicano
(academic) death rate?"
The group became angriest

when Melendy was asked about the
effect of the changes on financial aid
to minority disadvantaged students.
"I won’t know about that for
about a year," Melendy said.
Another concern was the
procedure for keeping track of EOP
students. In the past, students have
been "lost," according to Melendy.
"We’re in the process of building
a program to track those students,"
Melendy said.
Melendy was asked by committee member John Padillo why
the Academic Planning Dean
doesn’t have data on the exact
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by Craig Lee

A.S. President Tony Robinson

By Scott Shifrel
Four of the five groups that met
Tuesday with the Instructionally
Related Activities committee to
clarify their requests altered the
amounts requested because of
student support or lack of it.
KSJS, the Spartan Daily and the
Radio/TV news center reduced their
requested amounts of the IRA pot
because of funding received through
the Revised Automatic Funding
Initiative.
The initiative gave the Music
Department less than last year’s
AFI and so it raised its request to
make up the difference.
The fifth group, the Model
United Nations, was not affected by
the initiatives and its request
remained at $1,650.
The IRA committee is a group of
four students, two faculty members
and two administrators who make
to
SJSU
recommendations
President Gail Fullerton, on who
should get how much of the $278,714
in IRA money.
IRA money is from a fee of $5
per semester, per student. The state
adds an additional $35,000.
KSJS, originally asked for
$22,850, but reduced its request
because of $12,000 in RAFI funding.
The group is now seeking $10,850
from IRA, which is the balance of its
request.

blooms to win Cherry Blossom pageant
Cherry Blossom Festival Queen "a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity."
As the 15th queen of the annual
Japanese festival held in San
Francisco, Shimada said she
received "lots of gifts" from
Japanese and local merchants at her
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Melendy said he would inform
Fullerton of the group’s concerns,
but said, "I won’t recommend

number of Hispanics at SJSU.
Melendy said ethnic information is
offered voluntarily and is therefore
imprecise.
Committee member Susan
Houta summed up the meeting,
"I guess our next step is to go to
the president," Sanchez told the
group as the meeting ended.

Four student programs change IRA requests

crowning April 18.
A cash prize of $350, two
kimonos worth $15,000 each and two
round-trip tickets to Japan were
among the gifts.
Shimada said she must wear a
kimono to the many social events
required of her as Cherry Blossom
Queen. Her Japanese grandmother
is "the only one who can dress me,"
she said, a procedure that takes "at
least 45 minutes."
Since she must make frequent
trips to San Francisco for social
events, Shimada said dressing
causes her some problems.
"I can’t drive in a kimono," she
said. "It’s kind of inconvenient."
She said since her busy social
schedule interferes with classes, she

we had to do."
The contestants were judged in
five categories: wearing a kimono,
wearing an evening gown, talent,
personality and ability to answer
questions.
Shimada said the Japanese
concept of the perfect female figure
differs from its American counterpart.
"The ideal beautiful body is noncurvaceous," she said. "It should be
straight up and down
no hips, no
breasts."
For the kimono-modeling
competition, the women were
allowed to place padding around
their waists to "even-out" their
figures, Shimada said.
"It was not a beauty pageant,"

Her Japanese grandmother is ’the
only one who can dress me’ she said

ot:

Houta asked Melendy to
recommend to Fullerton that the
plan be scrapped until "all the
questions can be answered."

anything."
Melendy’s attempts at explaining the consolidation plan left
the group unsatisfied.

Funding needs affected by RAFI

SJSU student enters contest as joke,
By Cary Wyant-Sehairer
A couple of her friends in the
dorms persuaded her to enter the
contest as a joke.
But now Rene Shimada, a
freshman engineering student at
SJSU, ca.ls her recent crowning as

saying, "This idea (EOP consolidation) sounds as clear as mud to
me. The student Affirmative Action
office will recruit but they’re not
doing it now. I hear that we’ll know
about financial aid in six months or a
year. By then it’ll be too late."

Rene’ Fujie Shimada, an SJSU student, has just been elected
queen of the Northern California 15th annual Cherry Blossom
Festival, held recently in San Francisco.

wants to take a leave of absence
from school for two semesters.
"I feel bad because I just started
here," she said. "I’ll miss all my
friends. I’ve done okay so far, but
when you miss a couple of classes, it
just kills you."
Shimada said her JapaneseAmerican family, which has lived in
the United States for four
generations, was "really surprised"
when she entered the contest.
"I’ve always been such a
one in the
tomboy the odd
family," she said. "I like sports and
going hunting and fishing with my
dad. I had to wear my hair up today,
and it nearly killed me."
She said she is the only girl in
her soccer class, and played the
game frequently in her home town,
Dublin, Calif.
Shimada was one of nine women
conipc:o) g for the Cherry Blossom
Queen crown.
"It was amazing," she said. "I
expected a lot of jealousy, but there
was none at all. We all just did what

she said of the contest. "I have to
look good, yeah, but mostly I have to
be able to meet lots of different
people."
Shimada
performed
a
traditional Japanese dance called
odori for the talent contest.
She said her grandmother
taught her to dance when she was
eight years old, and she later took
lessons in San Jose.
The dance has special meaning
for her, she said, because it was
"almost the only Japanese thing I
ever learned."
Being Cherry Blossom Queen
will give her the opportunity to
travel and meet people, she said.
She will go to Japan in November as
Cherry Blossom Queen.
"I’ve never been out of
California," she said. "I’m just from
a small town.
T he most exciting thing about her
new title is "learning about ir!
culture." Shimada said. "I’m in my
glory now its a
fantastic experience."

The Spartan Daily originally
requested $26,000 from the IRA
committee. But that amount was
reduced to $8,000 because of the AS.
board of director’s i18,000 recommendation for the paper.
The RAFI said the Daily should
get $24,000 but the initiative allowed
the board of directors to ask for
budget justifications. The board
slashed $8,000 of the $24,000
requested, saying the Daily did not
need its Associated Press wire
service and should use work study
students for its back shop personnel.
Radio TV/News lowered its
request from $12,500 to $2,500. The
program was funded for $10,0130
although RAFI called for a $12,500
allocation.
A.S. President Tony Robinson,
who chairs the committee, said that
neither he nor Fullerton have signed
the A.S. budget.
Although Robinson had indicated earlier that the budget

would be signed if justifications
were given for the Daily and
Radio/TV news cuts, he said
Tuesday that he was not given any
reason for the Radio/TV cuts.
The Music Department,
however, raised its requested
amount from $57,780 to $92,380. The
additional $34,000 was to make up for
the RAFI, which resulted in ti
reduction of the department’s
allotment.
The committee asked the groups
for clarification of specific items in
the individual budgets and had
representatives give a description of
the programs goals and perspectives next year.
Women’s and Men’s athletics
are the only two groups yet to make
presentations bef ores the committee. They will do so next week.
The two groups are asking for
$237,252 $122,950 from the men’s
side and $114,302 from the women’s.

Parking problems
may be lessened
by class schedule
Afternoon courses could ease jams
By Steve Fukuda
and Jon Swartz
The Office of Traffic
that
Management
believes
staggered scheduleing of classes
will ease SJSU’s perennial parking
headache.
But whether the academic
departments are willing to schedule
classes evenly throughout the afternoon remains unanswered.
A survey conducted by traffic
management shows that the parking
garages are "usually full from about
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.," said Ed
Nemetz, traffic manager.
According to Nemetz, about "80
to 85 percent of the university
community population commutes to
SJSU. This includes faculty, staff
and students."
The survey "graphs reveal that
the university has a parking
problem a problem related to
time," Nemetz said. "Our resources
are taxed to the limit, but only
during certain hours."
The university must confront
the demand for parking spaces.
staggered
"If
we
had
scheduling, an effective alternative
transportation campaign and closed
San Carlos Street, we’d make a
significant dent in the chronic
parking problem at this university."
Nemetz emphasised staggered
scheduling. He said he would like to
see SJSU schedule the most popular
classes evenly throughout the day
and not all during the peak hours.
"This survey is the foundation
for the theory of staggered
scheduling for university classes,"
he said.
"The question about staggered
scheduling is ’How many students
would take early morning or afternoon classes and how many
faculty are willing to teach in the
early morning or afternoon?’ "
Nemetz said.
According to Cane Scott,
director of data organization and
management, the Admission and
Records Office submits copies of
previous semester schedules to each
academic department and "they

decide to make changes."
SJSU students must take
English IA to satisfy their general
education requirements. For the
1982 fall semester, 51 sections of
English IA will be offered. Out of
that total, 27 sections are scheduled
during peak parking hours.
However, Marian Richards,
English Department assistant
chairwoman, said the department
strives for a staggered schedule.
"We continue scheduling all the
way through the afternoon," she
said. "Some afternoon classes are
cancelled because of students’
conflict of jobs. We would be
delighted if people scheduled classes
at night."
Richards said English classes
scheduled for 9:30 a.m. and 10:30
a.m. had to be cancelled because of
a lack of classroom space.
"We don’t have our own buidling
for teaching classes in," Richards
said. "We use everybody else’s
buildings," such as Sweeney Hall,
the Business Classrooms and the
Industrial Studies Building.
According to Richards, tenured
English professors are given
scheduling preference before
temporary teachers, but both often
are required to teach certain
schedules dictated by the department.
There are 1,757 students
enrolled in English 1A, 1B, 100W,
which are writing skills classes.
Walter Plant, Psychology
Department, said the faculty has
some say in course preference, days
and times, and rooms, but "They
don’t always get what they want."
Plant said the Psychology
Department tries to stagger its
general education courses.
"If you look at the I fall 1982 )
schedule of classes, you’ll see that
Psych 5 has eight sections and we’ve
got them across the board," he said.
Psychology 5 is offered between
the hours of 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
As part of their general
education requirement, students
must also take History 20A and 208,
continued on page 10
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Reagan helps elitist friends
at expense of American public
It is time we admit we’ve made
a mistake in electing Ronald Reagan
as the president. The man has no
grasp of world politics, makes
frequent misstatements about
everything from welfare to trees,
and really doesn’t seem to give a
damn about the average citizen. It’s
time for him to go!

By Dave Lewis
Staff Writer

For openers, Ronnie claims to
have a mandate from the people by
virtue of his "landslide" election.
This is a farce. His landslide came
from the Electoral College, not the
populace.
In fact, less than 25 percent of
the registered voters in this country
voted for him.
are
misstatements
His
becoming legend both here and
abroad. Lines like, "Junkies are
using food stamps to buy herion,"
and the "Trees cause as much
pollution as autos," have seriously
damaged his creditability. He has no
grasp of reality.
And what about that mandate
from the people? After getting it he
turned a cold shoulder to the
"people" and implemented a tax
break for the rich, cut social ser-

vices, and released James Watt on
the land ( not unlike a biblical
plague).
Reagan’s callousness exceeds
all reasonable bounds. He advocates
tightening the belts of the average
American, and at the same time
allows fantastic luxuries for
government higher-ups.
Examples of this were recently
highlighted in U.S. News and World
Report ( a notably conservative
magazine).
According to U.S. News: limo
fleets for bureaucrats have been
doubled; there are virtually free
guest resorts in our national parks
paid for by the public, but which we
can’t use; and hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been spent
for new office furnishings.
In one very notable example an
office was refurbished at a cost of
more than $50,000 while at the same
time 47 persons from that department were laid off.
Reagan obviously has no idea of
what it is to be middle class, or (God
forbid) poor. This week while taking
a quick vacation in the Carribbean,
Reagan complimented the government for not spoiling the poor there.
Not spoiling the poor? By this he
means not giving them welfare so
that children could get as least one
good meal a day.
"I am convinced they ( the poor
in Jamaica) haven’t been spoiled by
as much welfare as we have in our
country," Reagan said.
This quote shows two things.
First, that this man doesn’t care

about a major part of the population
of this country. Second, he can’t put
an intelligent statement together.
The quote was taken directly from
the San Jose News and makes little
sense other than to criticize the poor.
In the same little speech Reagan
also mentioned that Californians
would rather surf than work.
"(They)prefer surfing to
working," Reagan said, and "I have
worked out a system . . . for them
to do it a great deal of the time."
Clearly this man has no business
being president. All his great accomplishments have been on the
backs of the less well off. His "great
job" of bringing inflation down has
resulted in an unemployment rate of
more than 10 percent. A truly "great
job."
What can be dpne about the
situation? Right now, nothing. It is
clear that Reagan will not listen to
the people. He ignored the one
million signatures calling for the
removal of Watt so what good is it
going to do to write letters?
What can be done is get involved
with the election process now to
make sure he does not have a second
chance to damage the country.
Remember he was elected by
only one out of every four registered
voters. We do not need to suffer
through another four years of
Reaganism. Be aware of how much
your vote really does count and use
it to prevent another four years of
rich -oriented
ultra
uncaring,
government.
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Editor’s Notebook

Strippers make paper graphically provocative
By Michael Liedtke
Editor
With a few masterful strokes, they can evoke
ecstasy. Failing that, they usually succeed in whipping
people into a frenzy of pained indignation. They make
people squeal and yelp, moan and groan.
Obviously, the Daily’s strippers are a bunch of
graphically provocative guys.
Since they appear every day in the most popular
feature of the paper, their names are probably the
most prominent on the staff. Yet, the Daily’s cartoonists still don’t get the recognition that is probably
due them.
Their task certainly is not simple.
Each day they boldly flirt with disaster by trying to
tickle their audience’s funny bone. They may
sporadically pull a few boners in the process, but at
least they give it the old college try. You can’t expect to
hit too many home runs if you’re not prepared to strikeout from time to time.

course, never happen). Like all fine print, it’s well
worth reading.
When he’s not busy with "Howie," Amaro occupies

HOLY COTTON MOUTH .
WHAT A HAN GOVERI

himself by penning the poignant editorial cartoons that
appear on the Forum page several times per week.
Certainly the most well known of our cartoonists is

DO YOU THINK
THI5 EDITORIAL v4/IL
ONLY WITH
MAKE 05 POPULAR? PARAKEET5 THAT
READ TIAE. WIT*
OF THEIR CAGE.

to

It is rare indeed when a
college newspaper can
offer four staff cartoons

PPNI)T -TD
MIKE SAYS
BETTER. .

Showcasing the talents of these cartoonists has
been a distinct honor as well as an utter pleasure.
It is rare indeed when a college newspaper can
offer four staff-produced cartoon strips every day as
the Daily has the past seven weeks.
In fact, to our knowledge, only one other college
newspaper in the state boasts as many as four cartoon
strips. But those cartoonists would be hard-pressed to
outdo the doodlings of our artistic comics.

z-‘m GETT1 NG

The ringleader of the troupe is Art Editor Basilio
Milan), the creative force behind "Howie and His
Barnyard Pals."
Amaro is a lot like Howie. He’s a real ham. The
man is uproariously funny.
In reading "Howie," a lot of people miss one of the
best parts of the strip: the small print in the final panel
promoting Howie’s upcoming adventures ( which, of

Chuck Beckum, who is the catalyst behind the
perennial campus favorite, "Zack."
Beck= is a quiet and genuinely humble guy. He
seems to enjoy keeping a low profile, so it wouldn’t
really be fair to talk about him too much (he is
probably blushing as he reads this).
But if you’re really curious about what Beckum is
like, just follow the exploits of the blond-haired
character who has never been named in his strip.
That’s basically Chuck Beckum.
"Benchly" is a joint effort. It is written by Roger
Kutchaver, a member of the Daily’s advertising staff,
and drawn by Scott Saavedra, who was the Daily’s Art
Editor last semester.
Unlike Amaro’s and Beckum’s strips, "Benchly"
is nothing like the artist who draws him.
Simply put, Benchly is a bum. Saavedra, on the
other hand, is quite the dapper dresser who has
exhibited a great proclivity for wearing shirts and
sweaters with little animals sewn on them.

If you’re curious about
Beckum, look for the
blond -haired character.
This strip has had its problems, but you must
member it’s still in its fledging stages. It has shown
me definite signs of improvement in recent weeks.
Dean Fortunati, the author/artist of "Martin the
Spartan," was saved for last because the least is
’Known about him.
The only time he shows up at the office is to turn in
his strip for the day, but he usually darts in and out so
fast that we only get fleeting glimpses of him.
For all I know, he is just like "Martin the Spartan." So, if you see anyone walking around campus
wearing a laurel, sandals and toga with no underwear
on underneath, that’s probably Fortunati.
In spite of their idiosyncrasies, we feel very fortunate to have the talents of these cartoonists. We like
people to laugh at other facets of our paper besides the
editorial content.

_the mailbag
Jobs With Peace
preferable to war
Editor:
Congress has approved $226
billion for military spending, which
means that it has cut $35 bilion in
domestic programs, such as student
loans, CETA jobs, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, unemployment benefits, school lunch
programs and many more valuable
social services.
Do you realize that over half of
your tax dollar goes into defense
spending? For what?
The military does not create as
many jobs as one might think. For
every billion dollars spent to create
jobs, the military industry only
creates 45,000 jobs whereas the

Mims.

same amount of money could create
85,000 jobs for nurses.
The resources that we use for
military production could be used to
develop alternative sources of
energy such as solar, wind or
hydroelectric energy; in addition,
more energy efficient mass transportation and housing is needed.
Lastly, and more importantly.
we are building up our defense with
nuclear weapons such as the Cruise,
MX and Trident missiles, not to
speak of the neutron bomb. These
weapons are supposed to make us
more secure, but in reality it makes
us less secure in that it makes
nuclear war inevitable.
What does it matter if Valid.
has the capability to kill everyone on
earth several times over" The first
strike will lead to a nuclear
holocaust and this means death and

destruction for you, me, everyone.
Why should we spend our money
to perpetuate this madness? Let’s do
something about it now!
Support the San Jose Inititiaye
for Jobs With Peace. Let’s Mato
better tomorrow!’
Patricia Jarrett
Health Care Management
senior

EOP remodeling
really dismantling
Editor:
Si:it; students are 1:011.
Wi.
perped with the plan to distnantle.
.Educational Opportunity
Program. On March 22, President
Gail Fullerton without prior consultation with the EOP director,

t

)
staff and students released a memo
calling for the immediate implementation of a plan to dismantle/decentralize EOP.
EOP was established in the late
lies.te recruit and retain students
who otherwise have no access to
higher education, due to a history of
racism and the insensitivity of
educational institutions to the needs
of oppressed nationality peoples. On
the whole the majority of EOP
students are of minority, low income
background. The program has
provided an opening to the door of
higher education that otherwise
would be closed.
The president’s plan will make
EOP &ghost program, rie money
legislated for EOP will be con’toil out to the proposed learning
Assistance
Resource Center,
Academic Advisement Center and a

general Recruitment Office. EOP
will not exist, it will have no administrative power over the
execution of services to have no
administrative power over the
execution of services to EOP
students, only token advisement
positions under the new centers.
The justification for this action
is the fact that enrollment and
retention of EOP students has been
low, particularly for !laza. The
administration is saying the planned
reorganization will enhance services
to EOP students and students in
general.
There is always room for improvement and we strongly urge the
openning up of discussion between
students, staff and administration
on means to improve services for
EOP and minority students.

We strongly stand against the
dismantling of EOP as a means to
addressing the real and burning
needs of EOP and minority students.
Therefore, we demand that
President Fullerton:
1. Rescind the approval of the
March 22, 1982 memo.
2. Open forums and consultations on all proposals to improve services to EOP and minority
students including students, staff
and faculty affected by proposed
ideas.
3. No dismantling of EOP/no
layoff, firing or cutbacks of minority
personnel.
4. Reaffirm Fullerton’s commitment to the Recruitment and
retention of Chicano Students as the
priority
Mo%jmi’nto Estudiantil chicano De
Aztlan
ME(’Ha
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Business department
observes, celebrates
professor’s retirement
Indian culture
makes SJSU
it’s home on
awareness day

4 *

Mark
Hylkema,
a
graduate student with
a
degree
in
anthropology, sets up a
teepee yesterday for
American
Indian
Awareness
Day.
Hylkema is a member
of the Native American
Student Organization,
which
sponsored
theevent.
Besides
setting up the teepee
the group sold crafts
and had a barbecue
where they sold buffalo
stew. Later in the day a
group of students,
dressed in bright Native
American
garb,
demonstrated
Indian
dances.

t

Many say Zidnack was no ordinary teacher
By Janet Gilmore
There was talk of bow ties, tap dancing, golfing and of inspired students.
Last Thursday night’s reception
sponsored by the School of Business’
Management department was not an
ordinary retirement program but then
Pete Zidnack is not just an ordinary
professor.
He wore big colorful bow ties, counseled professional golfers on rules, and at
65, enrolled in a tap dancing class.
He enjoyed dancing with students as
well as teaching them.

night.
Dressed in multi-colored cardborad
bow ties, extending from shoulder to
shoulder, 13 students danced to his
"thoughts for the day," which remarked
on golfing, teaching and life in general:
"Wisdom is brought by experience."
"It doesn’t take brains to find faults."

Many well-wishers recited his
proverbs and joked of his golfing. But the
theme for the evening was clearly the big
bow ties defining his character.
Even SJSU President Gail Fullerton
commented about his impeccable ties,
"Being around students with the idea saying she couldn’t resist asking him
that you are here trying to help them I is) whether he ties them himself.
why I stayed in teaching," Zidnack said.
But administrators and former
Zidnack’s business experience included work at Stanford Research In- students praised him for his skill at perstitute in 1956, but shortly afterward he left sonalizing lectures in large classes of
the research center deciding that it was perhaps 500 students.
Fullerton said command of such a
"good to be in an intellectual institution
large class is a rarity.
with young people."
No, it was not your ordinary
"I don’t think that students realize
that (instructors) need to be around retirement ceremony. There was no gold
watch, only a gold bell to symbolize the
them," he said.
But students enjoy Zidnack’s company ringing of truth Zidnack emphasizes
through his proverbs, his reciting of
as well.
To show their appreciation, students golfing rules, lectures, and his big bow ties
enrolled in a tap dancing class with Zid- which warned that he was, in fact, not your
nack decided to tap out a tune Thursday ordinary management instructor.

CARPETS

Steam Cleaned
Any Two
Rooms
Hallway FREE1

_spartaguide
Campus Ambassadors will have Bible
study from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information call Chuck Austin at 356-5126.
The Asian Spring Festival will discuss
issues on Filipino and Korean history from 3
to 7 p.m. today in S.U. Council Chambers. Call
Gary Jio at 277-2894 for more information.

9

95

3 rms.
27.95
5 rms.
39.95

Specoal Includes
Spottong Solution Deodorizers Color Eincilltenets

No Hidden Charges!
Satisfaction Guaranteed

The International Club will meet at 12:30
p.m. today in the S.U. Pacheco Room. Call
Matt at 257-7444 for more information.
Sigma Alpha Mu will host a party from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m, tonight at 567 S. Eighth St. For
more information call Chris Hilton at 2799397.

The Akbayan Club will meet at 1:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

Career Planning and Placement will
discuss how to research, prepare and make
the best of job interviews at 1:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room. Call Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2272 for more information.
The Humanities Club will present a
movie, "Citizen Kane" at 2:30 p.m. today in
the Instructional Resources Center. For more
information call Larry at 268-2285.

BLUE RIBBON
CARPET CARE
255.8977

UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING
ALSO
HRS. MON.-SAT.
8:30-5:00

The cost
of leaving
just went down.
BankAmericaTravelers Cheques
Now Commission Free
Purchase BankAmerica Travelers Cheques at any Bank of America
branch in California. and save the 1% service charge.
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feature
Weekend racing
to beat the heat
Hot engines race under a hot sun.
People gather around the track to watch.
The sound of the cars drowns out what
little noise the crowd makes and, occasionally, the announcer can be heard
yelling who leads who at what turn.
Weekend racing. It is a favorite
pasttime for doers as well as watchers and
Laguna Seca, the race track near Monterey, boasts of holding some of the best
races on the West Coast.

4
41%

g

%
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that evaporates into twists and turns. Ted
Field, right, got the chance to sharpen his
skills on the turn when he had to manuver
his Lola T-600 down the turn just ahead of
John Fitzpatrick who followed in his
Porsche 935.

II

Trying to keep up the spirit of competition, Bobby Rahal, below, pushed his
Chevrolet-powered March 826 through one
of the 46 laps he completed before dropping out with transmission problems.
Some drivers, though, managed to
In the Laguna Seca races last
weekend, professionals drivers traveled make it through the heat while creating
from all over the United States to compete some of their own like Tom Winters,
in the sixth of 21 Camel GT races spon- bottom. Winters, a driver from Tucson.
sored by the International Motor Sports Ariz., raced his turbo-charged Porsche 924
Association. Drivers who compete in these Carrera to 15th place.
races gather points toward a trophy
But not all who go to the races race.
awarded at the end of the season.
There are those who are content to stand
One of the nation’s most challenging by and let others try to beat the heat as
race tracks, Laguna Seca tests drivers’ does the woman who watches from the
skills with the Corkscrew, a downhill turn pitwalls, below right.

Photos by Clint Bergst
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S.U. board approves $2 semester increase
By Holly Fletcher
The Student Union board of governors voted Tuesday
to increase the S.U. fee by $2 a semester beginning this
fall. This latest increase will bring the total to $19.
Student board member Kevin Johnson said the fee
increase was necessary to maintain the level of services
available in the Union.
"I don’t like the increase," he said, "but it was
necessary. I think students understand that."
According to Ron Barrett, S.U. director, the board has
had to raise fees "just about every year," from the
original $9 a semester when the Union opened. He said the
increases are necessary because of declining enrollment,
inflation and rising maintenance demands as the building
gets older.
$
Barrett said room fees and interest on reserve accounts contribute to the Union’s income, but student fees
make up the majority of the building’s income. He said
declining enrollment and fixed costs make fee increases
necessary.
Most of the building’s operating costs, such as utilities
and loans, are beyond the board’s control, he said. In
addition, as the building gets older, maintenance costs

Increases are necessary because of lower
enrollment, inflation and maintenance costs
will continue to rise. Repairs and maintenance cost 1983-84 surplus would then be applied toward the deficit
almost $100,000 in the 1982-83 budget.
producing a net surplus after two years.
Brad Kurtz, board chairman, said the fees will conHowever, Johnson thought the fee should only be
tinue to rise until "it’s no longer going to look good to keep increased by $2 to keep budget surpluses low. He also said
raising fees." He said at that tune the board would have to the large surplus of one year should not be used to finance
consider cutting back on services.
a deficit in another year.
At Tuesday’s meeting the board’s Finance Committee
"The students shouldn’t have to pay one cent more
recommended a $2.50 fee increase that would remain than the cost of running the building the year they were
fixed for two years.
there," he said. "We should fight to keep it as low as we
"We can leave it alone for two years and not nickel can for a year-to-year basis."
and dime it," said Trish Baptist, committee chairwoman.
"There’s no question we can get by next year on a $2
"We thought two (dollars) would be too little, three increase," Barrett told the board, but he said another
would be too much," she added.
increase would then probably be needed for the following
The proposed fixed $2.59 increase would have created year.
a $52,249 budget surplus in the 1983-84 budget. However,
Kurtz said the rationale behind the $2.50 fixed insince the fees would remain the same for the following crease was "it would prevent next year’s board from
year, the 1984-85 budget would show a $28,762 deficit. The having to vote on another increase "

Students’sign language
keeps audience interested

Lower prices goal
of Spartan Bookstore
during conference

SJSU
student
Joni
Barentsen
demonstrates sign language
to a sidewalk class
yesterday as part of
Ability/Disability week.
The purpose of the
workshop is to allow
students to become
aware of what sign
language is and to
teach the basics of
fingerspelling
and
a
few
conversational
signs.

del

The board unanimously approved the $2 increase.
"It seems the board wants to deal with it each year,"
said Kurtz. "It does keep the board really involved in the
financing."
In addition to approving the fee increase, the board
also unanimously approved a motion increasing certain
bowling rates.
The board increased league bowling rates from 85
cents to 90 cents a game and class bowling rates from
$22.50 to $25 a semester. These new rates are effective
June 1.
"League bowling rates have been very low for some
time and haven’t been increased," Barrett said. "Class
bowling is the same," he said, citing inflation and cost
factors as reasons for the increase.
The board also unanimously approved the budget for
the 1982-1983 year. The budget, based on fees collected this
year, totals $1,060,577. This is the first year the Union’s
income exceeds $1 million.
The budget, based on an 8 percent inflation rate and a
2 percent decline in enrollment, shows $734,102 in fees
collected this year, with $326,475 in income from other
sources.

By Lee Sherman
A shopping spree on a grand scale was
attended by representatives from the
Spartan Bookstore, at the annual meeting
of the Western College Book Store
Association.
Ron Duval, bookstore manager, and
Marilyn Railsback, general supply
manager, have just returned from the
four-day conference held in Tucson, Ariz.
Duval, who was elected vice president at
the conference, explained the purpose of
the organization.
"It’s a buying group," he said. "We
pool our resources to get better prices. If I
were to give you a list of the things we
bought there, you would find that our price
was as low or lower than any store around
here."

better serve the students were other
reasons he mentioned.
"One of the neat things about the
college business is that we’re not in
competition with each other," Duval said.
"All the managers are willing to share
their successes with other stores."
Duval said the association holds
sessions that are designed to help improve
efficiency.
"We had a session on competition with
off-campus book stores and a session on
how to tell the quality of different
products," he said.
Railsback said she returned from the
meeting with some new ideas for the
bookstore.
"We picked out a new T-shirt for our
grad center," she said. "It’s a standard Tshirt that says ’All this hassle for a tassle?’

’We pool resources to get better prices’

SJSU Forensic team hosts spring- time fling

Work On Your Terms
For Next Term.
COME TO

A BOOKSTORE FOR
EVERY BUDGET
Supplemental college reading
Paperbacks and hardbacks
Science fiction
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lit
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Recycle Bookstore
138 E. SANTA CLARA ST
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
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SUNDAYS

10 00 AM 9 00 PM
10 00 AM 6 00 PM

MANPOWER
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Nurses Aides
LVNs
RNs
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Daily Interviews
8 am to 5 pm
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3358 Stevens Creek Blvd
4333 El Camino Real
2684 Berryessa Road
Oak ridge Mall iori.n Eves &WscInsl
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San Jose
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San Jose
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San Mateo
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London
$739
Round-trip

Zurich
$749
Round trip

Tel Aviv
$999
Round-trip

Maui
$339

the paper supplies that students buy in We’ve made some contact with some new
large quantities." These include such companies about making SJSU T-shirt
We also have
things as pencils, notebooks, and filler and sales to the alumni."
lower rates for
typing paper.
She added that there was a possibility
off-season travel.
The organization, he said, is com- the bookstore would establish a new picSee your travel
located
in
the
western
prised of 58 stores
ture frame center in the fall with "a better
agent or call:
United States, including Oregon, selection of frames" for the students.
Califonria, Washington, Arizona, Nevada,
Selling such items as T-shirts, book
Montana and Idaho.
bags and binders at a very low markup is
The buying committees main purpose another project Railsback said she has in
is to sort through the bids of different mind.
Stift
suppliers and pick one based on "price,
"It would be something that they’d be
(800) 662-9292
quality, service, and freight costs," Duval
able to use," she said.
said.
Railsback explained what she conHe explained the purposes for atWrite for brochure:
sidered the major advantage of atten-ine
tending the meeting.
P.O. Box 18505
meeting.
the
"One of the major reasons is to go over
"You have the chance to discuss with San Jose, CA 95158
the bids," he said.
Examining trends in sales and looking other bookstore people what they are doing
for ways the Spartan Bookstore could . to help the students out," she said.
ee

and the downtown Cinco de Mayo celebrations could not
have happened at a better time, Lema said. The events
provided the visitors with additional entertainment
without additional expense to the team, she added.
The competition is referred to as a "spring fling"
because of the experimental nature of the events, Lema
said. She described it as a forum for exploring less conventional modes of oral competition.
The following five team members took awards in the
weekend tournament: Tony Combs, first place "quad"
event; Alyson Lightbody, second place quad event;
Christine Garcia, finalist impromptu; Bryan Hughes,
second place experimental individual events and Phil
Lee, third place debate.
The "quad" event was this year’s innovation. The
Lema said the only costs of sponsoring the tour- Northern California Forensics Association committee
nament were the department supplies used and the team required contestants to be evaluated on their overall
members’ volunteered time. Being the host campus not
only brings SJSU additional recognition, but it "reflects
on the organizational ability of the team," she said.
The SJSU 125th anniversary festivities on Saturday’

Peak Season Rates
June - September

Round-trip

150 students attended two-day competition

By Holly Tagller
The SJSU Forensics team hosted the Northern
California Forensics Association Spring Fling last
weekend for the first time.
The tournament brought together approximately 150
students from 16 different California college campus for
the two-day oral competitions.
Holding the tournament at SJSU is "a rather important thing to do because it brings other students from
other campuses to San Jose State," said Laurie Lema,
team director. She said she enjoyed hearing students
make positive comments about SJSU.
Hosting the competition involved a lot of advance
preparation, Lema said, including scheduling rooms,
taking invitations and arranging for catering.

1982
Summer
Charters

performance in four separate categories: ex temperaneous interpretation, impromptu speaking,
argumentative anaylsis and reader’s theater. The
finalists then competed in a radio speaking event.
Lema said the purpose of the competition was for
students "to demonstrate additional skills, and in particular, what they learned over the past year."
She further explained that this challenges a student’s
speaking ability more so than specific events that can be
prepared for in advance.
SJSU’s Forensics team placed the bid for the tournament and was selected Lema said, "because we’re a
real central location." She said she doesn’t anticipate that
the team will place a bid again next year, as the campuses
try to take turns hosting the competitions.
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Prof gives aid in $960 million DDT case "
By Chris Borden
A representative of Olin Chemical Co.
and two Atlanta lawyers recently spent a
whole day at SJSU combing the files of J.
Gordon Edwards, biology professor and
renowned defender of DDT.
They were seeking evidence to defend
a $960 million lawsuit against the Connecticut-based manufacturer by 960 black
residents of Triana, Ala., who claim they
suffered harmful effects from DDT after
eating fish from a stream into which the
company dumped the pesticide.
From 1947 to 1971, Olin rented a
warehouse in Huntsville, Ala., about 30
miles from Triana. Effluent from the
plant, where DDT was manufactured, ran
into Huntsville spring, a ditch that drained
the plant. The spring ran into the Indian
Creek, a tributary of the Tennessee River.
Triana is located at the confluence of the
river and the creek.
The Olin representative and the
lawyers took 500 articles from the
collection of more than 8,000 that Edwards
has been gathering since the 1950s.
DDT is a chlorine-based pesticide. It is
believed by some to cause birds to lay thinshelled eggs. The Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn., has used it in cancer
treatment since 1954. The Environmental
Protection Agency banned DDT in 1972,
even though, according to Edwards, it was
determined not harmful to humans.
The attorneys against Olin have
convinced the residents that DDT is
harmful," Edwards said. "Olin wants all
the facts on DDT’s effects on humans
before the case goes to trial."
Edwards said the case probably would
not be heard for at least two years or "until
all the complications are sorted."
"When the lawsuit begins, they have to
know everything," Edwards said. The
environmentalists who had a major role
in initiating the claims against Olin) will
make things sound as bad as they can. It
becomes a battle of information."
Edwards has been studying the effects
of pesticides such as DDT for more than 20
years. He said the claims against DDT are

based on faulty testing methods and
"spectacular charges directed against
that chemical by environmentalists and
their organizations."
He consistently opposed the campaign
to outlaw DDT in the United States
because, he said, the propaganda directed
against DDT lacked in objectivity,
credibility, truthfulness and scientific
validity.
He cited one study that claimed that
DDT caused birds to lay thin-shelled eggs.
"They cut the calcium in the birds’
diet," Edwards said. "Then they fed them
DDT and blamed the thin shells on the
DDT."
Such experimental tactics are not
uncommon, he said.
He explained tht DDT samples were
often taken in locations where high,
misleading concentrations were found,
such as disposal sites. The readings then
were used as evidence against DDT.
In the Triana case, he said, such
techniques were used "to scare the
people."
Blood smaples were taken from 12
residents and were found to contain high
levels ( in parts per billion) of DDT.
The findings made DDT a "great
target" as a bad pesticide, Edwards said,
since the environmentalists had been
watching the dumping from the Huntsville
plant closely.
Edwards has written numerous articles in supporting DDT’s usage and has
testified before Congress twice since the
EPA hearings in 1971.
He said many scientists have been
"taken in" by some of the anti-DDT
propaganda promoted by such groups as
the Sierra Club, the Audubon Society and
EPA.
"Badly -misinformed
the
Americans," he said.
He expressed surprise at the 1972
decision to ban DDT.
In that decision, then-EPA Administrator
William
Ruckelshaus
overruled the hearings and banned DDT

by Davul Nsss

SJSU biology professor J. Gordon Edwards, looks at his files
on DDT, located in Duncan Hall’s bee room. The information

contained in these files may be used as evidence in a $960
million lawsuit against Olin Chemical Company.

by himself.
"We’re hoping to get hold of the secret
douments that he said he used to reach his
decision," Edwards said.
Edwards is good at backing up his
arguments for DDT - he once ate 200
times the normal intake in an effort to
show it’s not as harmful as thought. He
said it tastes like talcum powder.
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KSJS airs Spanish show
with music, no commercials
"There’s also the distance," she added. "We’re not
what you would call close to New York or Mexico."
The program is aired on KSJS ( FM 91) from 2 p.m. to
1 a.m. every Friday.
Carlos Perez, a 22-year-old sophomore majoring in
radio and TV, is the chief announcer. He’s also the
program’s disc jockey from 2 to 5:30 p.m. Perez plays
American oldies, salsa and some top 40 tunes.
"Enfoque Nacional," a bilingual news program, is
presented at 5:30 to 6 p.m. Students at California State
University-San Diego produce the news and send it to
KSJS.
Canizales takes over as the program’s disc jokey at 6
p.m., playing Latin jazz and rock, charanga and salsa
music.
"Salsa originated from the Puerto Rican Islands,"
"I’ve worked in the public relations and radio and TV
departments," she said, "and I’ve a definite preference to Canizales said. "Charanga is Cuban music."
Shifts change again at 9 p.m. when Salvio Munoz
broadcast radio."
The program is offered as a one-unit class through replaces Canizales. Munoz plays traditional Mexican and
Spanish music, along with Tex-Mex tunes. Munoz, a 24Theatre Arts 192.
"We don’t get paid for the hours we put in," Canizales year-old senior majoring in radio and TV, is also the
said. "However, it’s a lot of fun and the experience is program’s public affairs director.
The final shift, 11 p.m. to 1 a.m., is manned by 25-yearinvaluable."
Most of the program is in Spanish. However, the disc old Filiberto Arteaga, the program’s director. Arteaga, a
senior
majoring in radio and TV, plays just about
jockeys do play some Ainerican tunes, such as American
oldies and Latin rock from groups such as Santana and everything.
Maio.
"We’re in the process of finding out what Chicanos ion
According to Canizales, AS. funds are used to pur- campus and in the community) want to hear," Canizales
chase records for the program.
said. "All we have to go by is the telephone requests."
"It’s really difficult for us to get the type of music for
our audience through record companies free," Canizales
Canizales said although being a disc jockey is a lot of
said, "because most of them are based in New York or work, she would encourage students to participate in the
Mexico."
program for the fun and the experience.
She explained that most record companies that the
Canizales will be the program’s director next
program purchases records from are small and can’t semester. For further information, contact her at KSJS.
afford to give away free records.
The telephone number is 277-2776.

BRITISH
EUROPEAN
TRAVEL

By Vivian Vasquez
The radio program "La Cosa Nueva" ("The New
Thing") is produced, engineered and directed by members of an SJSU campus organization of the same name.
" ’La Cosa Nueva’ is an alternative to Spanish
commercial radio," said Dolores Canizales, program
controller. "It’s a non-profit, commercial-free radio
program."
According to 22-year-old Canizales, most Hispanic
radio stations in this area cater to Mexican music with the
exception of KKUP and KSJS.
"We’re trying to reach the entire Hispanic
population," she said.
Canizales is a senior majoring in public relations.
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Recreation
Walker victorious again in Superstars
Defending champion
Alex Walker won only one
event but placed second in
two others to repeat as
overall champion in the
Second Annual A.S.
Leisure Services Superstars competition last
weekend.
Walker, assistant
intramural director, took
first in the weightlifting
and second in the 100-yard
dash and long jump to win
the
men’s
collegiate
division with 53.5 total
points. Jeff Hogue finished
eight ponts behind Walker
with 45.5 points. Eric Lowe,

winner of the 100-yard dash
and long jump, placed third
with 43 points.
"All of the old records
from last year were
broken," said Brian Burke,
another assistant intramural director. Burke
said the big surprise was
Hogue, who led the pack
until the last three events.
"Alex Walker, the
defending champ, had to
come from behind to win
it," Burke said. "The twomile was exciting because
the individual title swayed
on that race."
Walker won the overall
competition
when he

placed fourth in the final
In the men’s inevent, the two-mile run.
tercollegiate division, Ed
Hogue, who might have
Uthoff of SJSU’s basketball
been a serious contender,
team blew the doors off the
couldn’t finish the race
rest of the "competition"
with 27 points. John Rozan
because of a leg cramp.
Robbie Bettencourt was closest to Uthoff with
won the softball throw and nine points. Mike Thomas,
the golf shoot enroute to an of the soccer team who only
easy win in the women’s entered one event the 100
collegiate division with 17 yard dash, finished a
points. Angie Antang disappointing fifth with
placed second behind only four points.
Bettencourt in the softball
throw and golf shoot, but
It was a closer in the
placed ahead of her in the women’s intercollegiate
free thow competitoin to division. Sandy Zobel won
gain second place in the five out of nine events to
overall point total with 10.5. edge Janet Harman, who

won two events and finsi hed second in three
others.

’The two-mile was exciting because the
individual title swayed on that race.’

Tony Anderson, the
A.S. President-elect, and
Matt Bogoshian, the man
who unsuccessfully ran
against him in the March
elections, competed in the
individual competition.
Anderson, again, was
victorious.
Anderson placed sixth
overall with 32 points.
Bogoshian was near ( very
near) the bottom of the
heap with 1.5 points.

ATO wins Anchor Splash
960

LO

/*NTS

By Dawn Furukawa
Delta Gamma sorority
VI/started out its first
swimming competition
between SJSU fraternities
with a splash.
Seven
fraternities
competed in six swimming
events and one synchronized
swimming
event. Alpha Tau Omega
was the overall winner,
placing first in four events.
Kappa Sigma placed
second, and Pi Kappa
Alpha was third.
According to Robin
Hoye,
Delta
Gamma
chairwoman of the Anchor
Splash, the event raised
approximately $500 for the
Sight Conservation and Aid
to the Blind. The proceeds
went to the West Coast
Delta Gamma fund set up
to buy a guide dog.
at
Of the ;500, $150 was
raised through the Mr.
Anchor Splash contest in
which a photo of one
representative from each
fraternity was placed in a
box. The boxes were then
placed outside of the
Student Union on Friday
and at Independence High
School on Saturday.
The winner with the
most money in his box,
Scott Dempster of Alpha
Tau Omega, was honored
as Mr. Anchor Splash.
the swimming
In
competition, the first event
was the four-man 200-yard
medley, consisting of the
breast stroke, back stroke,
butterfly and freestyle.
Alpha Tau Omega won this
event with Kappa Sigma
second and Pi Kappa Alpha
third.
Jimmy Candalaria,
Alpha Tau Omega house
manager, said the medley

by Stek, Pan Jon

Pete Vas prepares to shoot a free throw in the intermural superstars competition last Friday night in the Women’s Gym. Vas set a intermural record by
sinking 24 out of 25 free throws in the free-throw competition.

by Moke McCoy

Mike Ruspil of Pi Kappa Alpha didn’t do too well in the Tazmanian "Yoo Hoo" in Delta Gamma’s An
chor Splash last weekend, but he looked good trying. ATO, however, did by winning four of seven
events to win the overall championship.
was his favorite event yard arms-only swim, second-place finisher was one-and-one-half minutes
because "we blew them competitors had to keep a Phi Delta Theta and third on deck and one-and-oneout. We won by about five frisbee between their feet. was Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
half minutes in the water.
seconds."
Pi Kappa Alpha had to
The Tazmanian Yoo
Alpha Tau Omega won
The 50-yard freestyle keep a frisbee between Hoo was won by Kappa this event with routines to
was won by Sigma Alpha their feet. Pi Kappa Alpha Sigma. In this event, the "Stripper" and "I Love
Epsilon. Kappa Sigma was first in this event. competitors sat in in- Rock and Roll."
placed second and Alpha Sigma Alpha Epsilon tertubes and paddled
According to DempTau Omega was third.
placed second and Kappa themselves forward for 50 ster, the fraternity started
The next event was the Sigma was third.
yards yelling "Yoo Hoo" out on deck and stripped to
200-yard swim with tennis
before
Pi Kappa Alpha’s all the way.
speedos
their
on
shows. The first man put
Gener Walsh said he liked
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
jumping into the water and
shows
a pair of tennis
this event the most because placed second in this event doings routine.
before swimming 50 yards. "it was the only event we and Alpha Tau Omega
"It was really difto
had
that
after
Each man
ferent," Dempster said. "It
won."
placed third.
of
pair
same
the
put on
The final event, syn- required different physical
The next event, the 50shoes in the water before yard backstroke, was won chronized swimming, was skills and showed men can
starting their swim.
be delicate."
by Alpha Tau Omega. The a three-minute routine.
Alpha Tau Omega won
this competition, with
Kappa Sigma second and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon third.
In the two-man 100-
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Is SJSU student world’s fittest man?
By Dawn Furukawa
The claim of the
world’s fittest man is
something a lot of people
’dream about.
Steve Sokol, an SJSU
graduate student in
exercise physiology, could
be the world’s fittest man
and holds world records in
sit-ups and leg lifts to prove
it.
Sokol will be going for
another world record in

jumping jacks Saturday at
Oakridge Mall. The record
stands at 27,000 according
to the Guiness Book of
World Records. Sokol will
begin his quest at 10 a.m.
"I’m going to try to
beat 28,000 just to play it
safe," Sokol said, adding
that he unofficially heard
of someone doing 28,000
jumping jacks.
If Sokol, five-foot-11
and 155 pounds, succeeds in

this attempt, he is going to
publicly claim that he’s the
world’s fittest man.
"I think I’ll have a
pretty valid claim to that,"
he said.
Sokol, 25, said he’s
been doing endurance
events for quite a while.
He competed in the
Triathlon in Hawaii in 1980
and 1981. That event
consists of a 2.4 mile swim,
a 112-mile bicycle ride and

a 26.2-mile run.
Sokol also has run
around Lake Tahoe, which
is 72 miles in diameter, and
has competed in a one-day,
300-mile bicycle race.

Sokol said he puts a lot
of time into his training. He
has been training for this
event for 11 weeks, doing
1,000 sit-ups with 10 pounds
of weight around his chin
and 10,000 jumping jacks
every day. He also bicycles
125 miles per week and lifts
weights three times a
week.

He set the world record
for sit-ups last June at 5,203
in 32 hours and 17 minutes,
and set the record for leg
lifts at 13,013 in "a little
less than six hours" in
October.

NI

"I decided to go into
competition where I was
competing against other
people to attain a number
rather than a time," he
said.
According to Sokol, one
reason he does all this is to
promote fitness.
"I want to instill living
up to potential," he said. "I
want to see things done that
sound impossible."
The jumping jacks
attempt is a charity for the
Red Cross.
"It benefits charities
as well as getting messages
across about fitness," tr.
said. "I hope to become the
next Jack LaLane."

Bowlers roll to 4th in nation
from this year’s squard
who will not be returning.
He believes next year’s
team can improve on this
year’s finish.

fourth place finish this year
bettered their 10th place
finish of a year ago.
Williams added that
Cole will be the only bowler

thr

"I tend to eat a lot of
junk, which is my
weakness," Sokol confessed. "But what I do eat,
I burn off in calories."
Sokol said he started
doing these endurance
events because, when
swimming competitively,
he naturally didn’t have the
potential to go fast, but did
have the endurance.

by MA e

Spartans faced a tough
task. Before getting there,
they had to beat UCBerkeley in the West Coast
sectional. The Bears,
ranked No. 1 in the nation
at the time, were the
favorites.
However, the Spartans
The Spartans finished
fourth out of 12 teams in the knocked off the Bears and
national championships. No. 9 ranked Cal-State
All those teams were Northridge. Going into the
winners in regional national championships,
the Spartans were ranked
competitions.
The Spartans were led ninth in the nation.
by senior Curt Cole and
The Spartans imsophomore Chris Clapper.
Out of 68 bowlers proved on their ninth place
competing, Cole finished ranking in the cham12th with an average of pionships winding up fifth
200.7, while Clapper was after 12 games. Up next for
14th with an average of the Spartans was the Baker
bracket.
200.1.
In the Baker bracket,
Other top SJSU
bowlers were sophomore the five members from
Jeff Williams, placing 27th each team took turns
with a 190 average, junior bowling, each bowling two
Mark Pasquel, placing 43rd frames.
"This ( Baker bracket)
with a 184.9 average, and
sophomore Craig Arnold, required a team to be
who placed 49th with a 179.8 balanced," Wotherspoon
said.
average.
The Spartans finished
The Spartans imchampion proved their fifth place
behind
Washington
State, standing after the Baker
Michigan State and bracket by finishing fourth,
Arizona.
85 pins out of third, and
"Fourth in the nation is missed a shot on national
not bad," said SJSU coach television.
Stev, Totherspoon.
Wotherspoon added
"Foutth was a very that the top three Spartan
good finish." added bowlers bowled well, but
Williams, "hut we were Pasquale and Arnold "did
hoping to finish higher. We not bowl up to their par."
though we had the best
The national chamlearn out there."
pionships also mark the
To get the the national end of the season for the
ehanipionships,
the Spartan bowlers. Their

CO

He said he trains for
four hours a day while
carrying 12 units at SJSU.
As far as his diet goes,
Sokol doesn’t eat red meat,
but eats a lot of fruits and
vegetables.

SJSU
student
Jeff
Williams bowls in an
exhibition
match
against SJSU bowling
coaches
and
some
local pro’s at the S.U.
lanes. Williams is part
of the SJSU bowling
team that finished forth
in
the nation
last
weekend in Florida.

By Mike JOIleti
Using a well-balanced
attack, the SJSU bowling
team placed two bowlers in
the top 20 to finish fourth in
the national championships
last weekend in Orlando,
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by Dan Evan:,

Steve Sokol, an SJSU student, will be attempting to break the world’s record
in jumping jacks this Saturday at Oakridge Mall. Already the world record
holder in situps and leg lifts, Sokol will try to beat the record of 27,000
jumping jacks.

su

There’s a race of ORM that don’t fit in,
A nue that can’t stay still;
So they break the hearts of kith and kin.
And they roam the toorld at wilt
Robert Service
The Men That Don’t Fit le
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World class sprinter works out of SJSU
By Mike Thomas
There was an interesting sight late
Tuesday at South Campus
on the SJSU track after the
SJSU track team had
concluded its workout for
the day.
On the track with the
out of shape, after-work
joggers stood a tall slender,
iithletic looking man. He
rouched down and got into
the starting blocks the way
sprinters do before the gun
goes off. A man said,

"set!" from the side of the
track, then the man said,
"boom!" and the runner
was off like a shot.
A closer investigation
as to who the runner was
turned up world class
French s, ;inter Herman
Panzo, his coach and
French teammate Rose
Aimee Bogal.
Panzo made his mark
on the world track scene
last year in the Golden
Sprint in Munich.
Along with Panzo was

assembled one of the finest
100 meter fields put
together. Stanley Floyd of
the U.S. and Davey Wells of
England were among those
entered. The only top name
that wasn’t there was No. 1
ranked Carl Lewis of the
U.S.
Panzo stunned the
crowd as he crossed the
finish line first.
Panzo, who is a
physical education teacher
in France, is in the U.S. to
keep up his competitive

edge in his pursuit to win in
the 1984 Olympics in Los
Angeles.
"In Moscow, I had a
very bad race," Panzo said
of his last place performance in the 1980
Olympics. "In the Olympies in L.A., I want to be

first."
The native of Martinique, West Indies, Panzo
competed two years ago in
the U.S. at the Mt. SAC
Relays on the French 400
meter relay team.
Panzo then competed
in the Budweiser In -

RESUME
CONSULTANTS

vitational
Sunday
at
SJSU’s Bud Winter Field,
winning the 100 and 200
meter dashes. Panzo said
that he likes coming to
America and especially
California.
’The people in
California are so cool and
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Class scheduling....
continued from page 1
When scheduling classes, "WE do not consider the
parking dilemma," said Charles Burdick, History
Department chairman. "We get together with the faculty
and work out schedules."
Concerning student preference for class time, Burdick said, "There’s no question that students demand
more morning classes. If a large number of students, for
whatever reasons, request a class at a certain time, we

tent, but by leverage."
The Department of Educational Planning and
Resources, doesn’t recall whether space utilization was
"a policy or a nudging request," said Denny Auchard, a
department official,
Auchard said the rule could have stemmed from a
chancellor’s office survey showing that SJSU is not fully
utilizing classroom space.
The situation is now reversed, according to Auchard.

can comply.
"The availability of classrooms has a lot to do with it.
We don’t have the classroom flexibility that we used to
have."
About five years ago, the univesrity required
departments to schedule half of their classes after 12:30
p.m, according to Burdick.
"That rule is no longer rigidly enforced," he said,
adding that, "It has now gone by the wayside, not by in-

Classroom availability is scarce, making staggered
scheduling difficult.
"About four years ago, there was a loss of several
classrooms in the Sweeney Hall," Auchard said. -A series
of rooms on the second floor was taken over by EOP."
Auchard said the university has requested each
department to schedule more classes at 8 and 9 a.m., noon
and 1,2 and 3p.m.

Student gets off
on the right foot
with a spring break
Don Ackley wanted to get a head start on his
summer tan, so he kicked off his shoes and
kicked back on the warm turf between West
Hall and the Archery field. Ackley, a West Hall
resident, undoubtedly didn’t want to battle the
crowds near the fountain, where other
students were taking advantage of the sunshine Tuesday afternoon

41,4444,44,

Sanity test for murder suspect
SAN JOSE, Calif. 1API - A judge suspended
criminal proceedings Wednesday against a teen-ager
charged with the rape-slaying of his former girlfriend to
give doctors time to determine whether he is competent to
stand trial.
Santa Clara Superior Court Judge John Flaherty
appointed two doctors to determine whether Anthony
Broussard, 17, of Milpitas was sane on Nov. 3, when 14year-old Marcy Conrad of Milpitas .was raped and
strangled. Broussard also is charged with attempting to
rape another 14-year-old girl and to molest a 12-year-old

during a part).
Broussard’s trial was scheduled to begin May 4. But
defense attorney Jerome Mullins said they wanted
specialists to examine Broussard because they were
considering entering a plea of innocence by reason of
insanity.
Flaherty agreed to the examination after clinical
psychologist Allan Solomon testified that he doubted
whether Broussard ould help his attorneys prepare his
defense, saying he "may not tell the truth." The doctors
are scheduled to report to the court on Mae 21
*Building 1.1’ Across from Cdmpus Police)*
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Sushi -- an extremely rare treat
By Lee Sherman
Yuck.
That’s the usual first reaction to the
thought of eating raw fish.
To the Japanese, however, raw fish
in combination with a specially prepared
vinegared rice, is a gourmet delicacy
called sushi.
As sushi bars tsections of Japanese
restaurants that specialize in serving

sushi) proliferate in this country, more
Americans are coming around to the
delights of this exquisite cuisine.
Miro Fumi Ichimaru, head chef and
co-owner of Hamasushi in Cupertino,
graciously explained the intricacies of
the ancient food.
"Oshisushi is original sushi. About
700 years ago all the soldiers had to carry
food for the fighting. At that time, they

carried rice with salted fish. No matter
how it spoils, you can eat rice. The rice
produces a vinegar and that’s natural
sushi."
The most common types of sushi
found today, according to Ichimaru, are
nigirizushi, and makizushi.
Nigirizushi is simply raw fish placed
on a pad of sushi rice. Its origins date
back 150 to 200 years, according to
Ichimaru.
Makizushi is rolled sushi, wrapped in
seaweed. Tekkamaki, a type of
makizushi that has fresh, raw tuna at the
center, originated at the gambling tables
as a hand-held food that can be eaten
while gambling, in much the same way
as a sandwich. Its name is a reference to
this.
"It means iron and fire sushi,"
Ichimaru said. "When you gamble, you
get heated."
Sushi can be made from almost any
kind of fish or shellfish. Some of the more
common fish used are tuna, salmon,
halibut, and mackerel. Squid, octopus,
and sea urchin roe, are more exotic
varieties.
Not all sushi is raw. There are many
items that can be enjoyed by the most
squeamish of eaters. Tamago, a little
square omelet is placed on a bed of sushi
rice and tied with seaweed.
Its taste is refreshingly familiar but
slightly sweet.
Ichimaru offered some advice to the
novice sushi eater. "I suggest tuna, which
is raw, but non-smelling, and shrimp.
Shrimp has been boiled so it’s safe. It’s
the same thing as in a shrimp cocktail.
The other thing I suggest the first time is
eel. Eel is smoked and it has a sauce."

Ichimaru explained that the sauce is
not a simple teriyaki sauce. It takes
about eight hours to make and consists of
one-third sake (rice wine), one-third soy
sauce, and one-third sugar.
"It takes a lot or siill to make it,"
Ichimaru said.
He added that it takes three years to
become a sushi chef. In those three
years, one learns the basics of cutting
and presentation, but after that the chef
is on his own if he wants to learn more.
Ichimaru has been a sushi chef for 19
years, the first 7 in Japan. In all that
time, he has developed some very high
standards. Hamasushi means "beach
sushi," and the name implies that the
sushi they serve is the absolute freshest.
"If American fishermen say it’s
fresh, it doesn’t mean it’s fresh,"
Ichimaru said. "What they mean is it’s
not frozen, so I have to make sure."
He believes his customers are extremely discerning.
"People can see if it’s fresh or not
because of the nice looking natural color.
That indicates it’s fresh. The eyeball is
the best way to see it. If the eyeball is
nice and shiny, it’s a fresh one," he said.
Most of the fish served by Ichimaru
is caught fresh locally, but he also flies
fish in from Japan, Hawaii, and Africa,
that is placed on a conveyor belt and
quick-frozen as soon as it is caught.
Many people believe that there are
formal rituals to observe when eating
sushi, but Ichimaru put this idea to rest.
"There is no custom because you buy
it whatever you want to do, you could
do," he said.
He did point out a couple oE things
that annoy him. "Ginger is not a salad. It
is a refreshment in between going to the
next item. Sushi should have a sensitive
taste. You should enjoy each item’s
different taste. If you eat too much
ginger, you get numb. The other (annoying) thing is people who drink 7-Up or
Coke. This pisses me off because it’s too
sweet, you can’t even taste."
Traditional beverages to accompany
sushi are the rice wine known as sake,
beer, and tea.
Agari is a kind of tea that Ichimaru
called "the refreshment after you enjoy."
It is strong, flavorful green tea.
Sake and a Japanese beer such as
Asahi, Kirin, or Sapporo are meant to be
drunk during a sushi meal.
"Sake improves your tang, it’s not
numbing you," Ichimaru said.
Ichimaru said he is very pleased with
the growing American acceptance of
sushi.
"American people are so sincere
about learning," he said. "About 80
percent of these people who ask,
remember. That’s very important."
If you can get beyond hamburgers
and pizza, you’ll discover another world
of taste and texture with this gem-like
food.
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What’s the big deal about a tan?

I released the alarm
clock from my choke hold
and squinted. Already the
bright spikes of sunlight
were slicing through the
window pane, rousting
shadows from their
slumber.
Just my luck, it was
going to be yet another
beautiful day, another
painfully beautiful day.
My decision had been
made the night before,
while I carefully shaved
my legs, examining the
various orange peel
textures and black-andblue patches that stood out
against the white.
No longer. I had
convinced myself, could I
hide beneath the cloak of
trousers and patterned
pantyhose. After all, this
is California. After all,
this is almost summer.
4

And so, summoning
my strength. I passed by
the dresser drawers
reserved for winter
clothes. Bravely, I stepped
into shorts.
Once on campus, I
avoided the pathway past
the new Robert Clark
library, fearing my
reflection in its mirrored
walls.
"Let me get to class
unnoticed," I prayed,
"and I swear I’ll keep my
legs tucked under a desk
the entire hour."
But no. I was to be
punished in the form of
humiliation for my lack of
a tan.
After spying me, my
friend, bronzed with the
slightest touch of peeling
pink on her shoulders,
dropped her sunglasses
over her eyes, hesitating
before she approached
me.
She was either
protecting her retinas
from the glare comming
off my legs, or traveling
incognito.
"You poor thing," she
consoled. "You never told

me you had anemia. Why,
I’ve seen milk-fed veal
with healthier coloration
than you!"
’You really should get
out and do things more,"
she said, before darting
off to join a group of her
golden pals.
Get out and do things.
What a laugh! To me, a
tan is not the symbol of an
active person who spends
every spare moment

constructively working or
playing under the noonday
skies.
Quite the opposite. I
equate a dark, even tan
with supreme laziness and
vanity in the extreme.
Think of all the
precious leisure time
wasted on tanning. Those
determined to turn darker
spend weekend midmornings and afternoons
sprawled on chaise
lounges dripping in Bain
de Soleil and cursing at
clouds.
I will give these socalld "sun worshippers"
one thing they have
remarkable stamina.
Sitting sweat-drenched
under the hot sun is boring
beyond comparison. I
know. Summer after
summer I’ve tried it.
Reading outside

proves too difficult for me.
The reflection from the
white pages only serves to
give me a headache. And
heaven forbid if the

Coppertone, when my
Mom remembered it, was
applied to prevent sunburn, never to hasten
along a tan.

Sunblock 15 and zinc
oxide. If, at the end of the
day, a few tanning rays
have managed to seep
through my armory of
sunscreens, I will soak in
Clorox to erase their effects.
My body will remain
pasty and pale. I’ll be a
"paleface" at the beach,
relaxed under a shady
umbrella.
But at least I will not
be exhibiting my lack of
ambition to the general
public.
I trudged past my
friend and her "exotic"
tan. I knew it came from
her backyard and not the
tropics, and I felt a little
smug. Besides, by the
time she’s 35 she’ll look
like a road map, lined and
leather-like.
I’ll just be lined.

Precious leisure time
is wasted on tanning
As I grew older,
tanning became a chore, a
ritual necessary to fit in at
school. From then on, I’ve
never enjoyed "basking"
in the sun.
This year, in fact, I’ve
decided to carry it a little
further. I refuse to get a
tan.
When out in the
sunshine, I plan to remain
coated with Total Eclipse,

shadow cast by a book
should leave a "tan line!"
As a child, I recall
growing tan as a natural
process, as effortless as
growing taller. Shorts and
T-shirts were worn then
not to show-off skintone,
or because of a fashiondictated seasonal change,
but because pants were
too sticky, long sleeves
uncomfortable.
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’Dance Works’ delights with modern scores
"Net of the Fishermaid," was choreographed by
Candace Ammerman (whose husband Mark is lighting
technician for the Theatre Arts Department), and three
members of the SJSU Community Opera Theatre accompanied the performance with the music of Johannes
Brahms and Gustave Mahler.

By Holly Taglier

gD

ance Works" delighted audiences last
weekend with its spring concert series of
seven short modern dance scores that ran the
gamut from serious to zany.
g

The blue and green fishermaid costumes, designed by
Ammerman, created an image of seaweed rippling in the
ebbing tide as the dancers portrayed the "impalpable net
of some cold, beautiful fishennaid."
Mary Panttaja brought a 1960’s flavor to the stage
with a choreographed version of Judy Collin’s
"Albatross."
The solo dance is a young woman’s reflections on her
life, a mental journey through the gardens of her memory.
Ammerman danced the piece in a loose cotton dress that
created an appropriately willowy, winsome feeling.

Five of the varied skits were choreographed by SJSU
alumnai who comprise the group and were performed by
students. In addition, professor Janet VanSwoll presented
a reconstruction of Lucas Hoving’s "Icarus," as seen last
month in "Dance Theatre ’82."
New York guest choreographer John Goodwin
highlighted the evening’s performance with his wild and
witty "Eight Dances for a Mad King," a creatively
outrageous combination of modern dance, gymnastics
and mime.

As the character approaches her conclusion, she
sheds the dress with resolution, remaining vulnerable in
the flesh-tone leotard. She folds the dress neatly, places it
on the floor with other collected items, and walks sadly
out of the spot light that lingers on her memories. Collin’s
song was performed by Richard Seidner with guitar and
vocals.

Frustrated by the futility of love, Goodwin as the 16th
century English King George appears destined to a
delirium that provides the skit’s humor.
(west artist Dian Freccero danced the role of
George’s queen with a spontaneous grace and fluidity.
Goodwin’s convincing mime left the audience squirming
and staring aghast when the king’s mocked madness
drove him to "pull" three fingers from his hand. Two were
barbarically "thrown" to the audience and the third was
popped into the king’s own mouth and munched on with a
smile of savor glossing his lips.

Mike McCoy
John Goodwin and Diane Freccero of "Dance
Works" posed Friday night following the concert.

"Dance Works," which made its debut at SJSU last
October, is supported by the SJSU Institute of the Arts and
the Theatre Arts Department. The new company has a lot
to offer SJSU students and the community, and is
definitely a group worth keeping around.

Barn houses palate -pleasing plays
By Holly Fletcher
Whenever a rurallyraised person sees
rickety,
a
weather-worn barn he
remembers haystacks,
horses and maybe a little
illicit meandering with
some farmer’s daughter.
But when citified folk look
into the dusty darkness,
and smell the dank odor of
an old barn they instantly
think of theater.
Maybe that’s because
of the numerous times
Mickey Rooney, knee high
to a grasshopper and
facing adversity with
aplomb, announced to his
friends,
disheartened
"We’re going to put on a
show in the old barn."
Invariably, the impromptu
group produced a breathmusical
extaking
travaganza that makes
people
forever
normal
yearn to watch a play in a
barn.
Well, Mickey Rooney
can be proud of Claire
Hodgin because she has
been producing shows in
the ol’ barn for the last four
years.
Hodgin owns the
Holiday Barn Dinner
Theater in Scott’s Valley.
and
Friday
Lvery
Saturday night the stage
lights light up in the barn,

illuminating such plays as
"Mame," "Hello Dolly"
and "Bye, Bye Birdie."
Beginning last Friday
and running through June
26, Hodgin is presenting
"Camelot." Now in
Hodgin’s theater you don’t
just get a show, you get
dinner, too.
The
show/dinner
package costs $16, but 30 of
the barn’s 150 seats are
reserved for those who
wish to pay $8 just to see
the show. If seats are
available at show time,
students with I.D. can have
a seat for 85.
llodgin said although
the "dinner must please
the general palate, we try
to make the menu fit the
show."
For "Camelot," the
family style dining
(everyone sits at long

tables and helps themselves) will feature
quartered roast chicken,
potato, vegetable, salad
bar and beverage.
"It’s a good package,"
she said. "It’s a total experience, both entertainment
and
camaraderie."
"There’s something
quite personal when you
share a meal with
somebody," she added.
After dinner, the tables
are cleared, the lights go
down and the show begins.
Since the barn seats so few,
and because the stage rues
the length of the barn with
seating on both sides all are
"good seats." And the
audiences’ closeness to the
performers makes for a
rather
intimate
performance.
"When the show starts,

ICHIKI
Complete Wedding
Packages $ 5900
and up
251-5386
2298 La Pala Drive, San Jose

it’s right there," Hodgin
said. "You can reach out
and touch it."
The closeness is
unusual. Rather than
craning their necks to see,
the audience is making eye
contact with the actors.
"It’s hard to keep the
aesthetic distance," she
said. "You have to keep it
within the cast, but
sometimes the audience is

involved. In "Camelot," a
lot of it is directly played at
the audience."
Hodgin
predicts
Camelot will be a success
and said the female lead,
Lindy Bermann, an SJSU
student, is great.
By comparison, last
month’s show, "Oliver,"
"was a hard one to pull
together," she admitted
and the reviews were less

than ovations.
The performers are
chosen from "who ever
comes to the auditions,"
and include "old pros,
talented amateurs and
beginners who come to
learn," said Hodgin.
Located in Scotts
Valley, take Highway 17 to
the Santa’s Village exit.
For reservations call 4381601.

the group
gathers here

A
A At (
c>c 1753i=5__

L .
SAN JOSE ART
87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
San Jose, Calif 95128 Mt View, Calif 94040
249-8700
941-3600
HOURS VF. M -F 9-9/Sat 9-5:30/ Sun 12-5- MV -Sot 9-530
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music
Spandau Ballet heads Romantic movement
Album
Review

that
movement
the
spawned it.
"Diamond," the new
album, proves those people
wrong. True to its name, it
is a highly polished gem of
an LP, abundant in textures and shading that put
it miles ahead of the debut.
Also like a diamond it
is multi-faceted, showing a
range of ethnic influences.

By Lee Sherman
Spandau
With
Ballet, it’s a
matter of style.
The group appeared in the
aftermath of punk along
with a host of musicians,
artists, and designers that
wanted to put some color
back into popular music.
An important component of the New
Romantic movement, it
was part of a new sensibility that emphasized
creativity. To serve as a
soundtrack to this new
scene, Spandau Ballet
played a form of synthesized dance music that
wasn’t really all that new,
but more a distillation of
the kind of music created
by David Bowie and Boxy
Music in the early ’70s.
Indicative of the new
attitude was the clever
strategy the group used to
secure a recording contract. Instead of playing
hundreds of gigs in two-bit
dives, the group plaed a
select few specially
arranged events and could
be seen by invitation only.

This was a plan that
could only work once but it
worked wonders for the
"Spands" who soon had
created an aura about
themselves that attracted
the interest of both the
media and a score of
record companies.
"Journeys to Glory,"
their debut album, was
released on Chrysalis
records to massive public
acclaim that turned their
private cult into a popular
following.
That album showed a
lot of promise in such
tracks as "To Cut A Long
Story
Short"
and
"Musclebound"
but
weaknesses were apparent
in a group that had been
thrust so quickly into the
public eye without having a
chance to nurture its
sound.
"Journeys" relied too
much on simplistic,
sputtering synthesizers,
and Tony Hadley’s overlydramatic voice.
Spandau Ballet seemed
stuck in a stylistic rut.
Many thought the
group would die along with

The Elegance of
Pure Silk
for your
Wedding Florals
-also arrangements
for the home Special Wedding Tackage.s.

"Chant No. 1," is a
mesmerizing, throbbing bit
of funk and the song that
marked a change in
Spandau Ballet’s direction
when it was released as a
single almost a year ago.
Adding the triumphant
horns of U.K. soulsters

Beggar and Co., the group
gained a new strength. The
refrain "I don’t need this
pressure on," provides a
counterpoint to the music
which simmers like a
pressure cooker to the
point of heated explosion.
"Paint Me Down"
continues the dance attack
of side one with its insistent, repetitious rhythm.
Swirling guitars, sparse
but effective horns, and
intricate percussion keep
interesting
the
song
throughout.
On "Coffee Club," the
Spands enter Latin-soul
territory. A recent English
fashion trend saw the re-

FLORAL ILLUSIONS
Beautiful Individually Designed
Flowers for All Occasions

Throughout the album,
Spandau Ballet drops hints
as to its ever-changing
direction. The song order
on this album is especially
good, as the songs flow into
each other smoothly.

By going right to the roots of Africa for inspiration,
this album becomes more tribal than reggae.

Album
Review

By Lee Sherman
Judging by the name, and the fact that the
members of the Fun Boy Three were once the
bobbing and weaving front-line of the Specials,
one might expect this record to be a light-hearted romp
through traditional ska and reggae styles.
No nutty boys these. The Fun Boy Three have
produced a record that is experimental and gloomy.
Neville Staples, Terry Hall, and Lynval Golding carry on
a continuation of the Specials policy of confronting important issues, but musically, this is something completely different.
Starting with a basic rhythm obtained from an
electronic device known as a rhythm box, the three build
the songs from the beat up, adding percussion, other instruments, and eventually the vocals over the top.
This is the same approach used by the avant-garde
band P.I.L., but the results are somewhat more
traditionally musical.

"It Aint What You Do" is a thirties swing standard
originally done by bandleader Jimmie Lunceford and
brought up to date with the help of the vocal group
Bananarama. The instrumentation is sparse and
primitive.
"The Telephone Always Rings" is strictly music hall.
Hall’s butter sarcasm cuts through the annoying
telephone ring noises and Staples and Golding supply
deadpan backing vocals.
Chants of what sounds like "Muhammed Ali,
Muhammed Ali," begin "Way On Down," a song with a
distinct jungle feel.
A hypnotic, slinky Egyptian beat is the basis of "The
Lunatics Have Taken Over The Asylum," a caustic
commentary on Thatcher and Reagan. "Go nuclear, the
cowboy told us," sings Hall.
"Best of Luck Mate," finds the Three in a melancholy
mood. "Everywhere you go, you can hear them say, what
we are to do today," they lament in a Jamaican style
talkover.
The use of the rhythm box is most apparent on
"Alone," where a simple rhythm is mixed with some
piano and extremely subdued guitars.
"Sanctuary" is the most bizarre track on this very
original album. The Three become choir boys as they
recite a Gregorian chant.
Coming from the political hot-bed of Coventry,
England, these ex-Specials find it hard to extradite
themselves from their political responsibilities. They
have, however, been liberated from the tyranny of a
musical style gone stale. Fun Boys Three address the
issues of today with the music of tomorrow.

BUDGET TRAVEL SAVERS
A

Lee & Susan Clark

Thankfully, its use is
restricted to this one song.

Side two is slower and
more interesting in its
simplistic but effective
exploration of the music of
foreign cultures.
"She
Loved
Like
showcases
Diamond,"
Hadley’s soulful crooning
on a ballad with syncopated percussion that
tells the tale of a girl who
"cut so hard she died."
The Egyptian feel of
"Pharoah" sounds a bit
silly. The Spands are trying
too hard and it shows.
"Diamond" works as a
travelogue as Spandau
Ballet plunders the
cultures of the world. To
their credit, they remain
creative and intriguing.

Fu n Boys aren’t nutty

10% Discount
with this coupon

(415)657-7060

emergence of the Zoot Suit
and to go with it, a new kind
of Salsa music made most
popular by Blue Rondo Ala
Turk.
The Latin influence
works okay for this song,
but for those of us from San
Jose, the spicy Salsa beat
doesn’t quite have the
novelty it would in a rain
drenched England.

invfessional
typing
service

rbonnie’s

AMSTERDAM

FREATIVE WORD

One Way from $369
Round Trip from $669

1777 Stokes ST. # /
San Jose, CA 95126

292-0263

PARIS
One way from
$410
Round Trip from $790

Flights to London, Zurich & Frankfurt available.

For Booking Information Contact CIEE

421-3473
312 Sutter Street, #407. San Francisco, CA 94108
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Album Review

Mediocrity marks Boys’ release

By Wade Barber
H,imogenized medi oc rity aptly
ilescribes the f irst
aliaan if The Boys Band, a
laborious weave of many
studio
talents
which
manages to leave the
listener with the impression that he has heard
it all before.
It started with a simple
enough idea. Create a band
that will sell records. First,
find three handsome and
seasoned musicians with
trackgournds in country /rock and who harmonize well together. Next,
add a dozen or more back-

up musicians. Combine this
mixture with the hest
production and marketing
people your organization
has to offer.

Rusty
Members
Golden, Greg Gordon and
B. James Lowry have been
active musicians since
their early years, touring
and recording with a host
of notables in both rock and
country. Among the
headliners they have
toured with are The Charlie
Daniels Band, The Oak
Ridge Boys and Johnny
Cash.
Golden,
Lowry all

Gordon and
spent their

A slick, polished act,
nice music that lacks
The result is The Boys
Rand and their debut
album "The Boys Band" on
Electra/Asly um Records,
a slick polished act that
creates nice music but
lacks any real feeling or
warmth.

fomative musical years in
gospel music. Though the
music heard on "The Boys
Band" is certainly not
gospel music, the upbeat
style the three put forth
indicated the gospel influence hasn’t been lost.

These young musicians
term their style of music
"romantic rock:" positive
music dominated by the

producer Peter Granet.
Though occasionally
the overdubbing sounds
like a substitute for

Sometimes honest, but
often mundane quality
bands’ encompassing
harmony. There is an
optimistic air interjected
into the album’s material,
especially on such tracks
as "Taking It All In
Stride," "On a Night Like
This," and "The Best Is
Yet To Come."
Gordon’s powerful but
unforced vocal style,
combined with the tight
harmonies of Golden and
Lowry and the group’s
musicianship give the
tunes a sometimes honest,
though often mundane
quality, sympathetically
framed by the clean-edged
production of veteran

melody, more frequently
Gordon shows above
average ability as a
tunesmith.
The
song
"Don’t Stop Me Baby,"
released as a single is
interesting, but like I said,
you’ve probably heard the
material before.
A similar plaintiveness
characterizes
"What’s
Forever For?" "Is It
Better Than Me," "We’re
Lovers" and "Love Will
Find a Heart," reveries
about lost love and the
passage of time, while the
good production overshadows the obscure
imagery the lyrics present.

The major weakness of
"The Boys Band" is their
selection of material.
Lowry is responsible for
two cuts; the rest were
written by people outside
the band.
The songs presented
evoke nostalgia for
romatically remembered
people and places. Gordon,
however, compounds the
shallowness of the material
with an unwavering
sameness of tone that
virtually
becomes
a
unrecognizable collection
middle-of-the-road
of
country/rock tunes.
Ultimately, The Boys
Band concerns itself more
with aural perfection than
with the exposition of
ideas. The group has
succeeded in constructing
a studio world of sound
which ends up as middle-ofthe-road Muzak, a rather
disheartening end-product
considering the time and
effort that obviously went
into making this album.

,
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Catalyst initiates diverse reactions

Gary Buck

The Catalyst, a Santa Cruz institution at 1011 Pacific Ave., offers many
varieties of entertainment, including pool and pinball.

By Lee Sherman
those of you
For
heading south for
the weekend, The
Catalyst offers a variety of
entertainment alternatives
all under one roof.

The key word at this
Santa Cruz institution is
diversity. From the intriguing cross section of
patrons to the differing
atmospheres of the rooms
that make up the club, this
word is the most ap-

CI ECONOMY
1 IMPORTS

- PARTS
And Accessories
For All
Japanese
& European
Imported Vehicles

propriate description.
As one enters the front
door of the club a sign
reading "shirts and shoes,
no backpacks or sleeping
bags" is a humourous
reminder that you are in
surf city.
Once inside however,
the mix of people is quite
bewildering. Young, old,
punk, hippie, gay, and
straight The Catalyst has
something for them all.
The largest of the three
main areas is the Garden
Room.
"It’s a nice place to
hang out," said counter girl

Janine Fitzgerald. The
oleasant ambience of the
Garden Room is achieved
by its spacious size and the
many plants and wall
mirrors. A boat hangs from
the ceiling and the wall
decorations range from
huge paintings to a complete collection of toy
matchbox cars. It is a
romantic room perfect for
a little quiet conversation.
Mellow acoustic music is
provided most nights with
no cover charge. The bar
provides a large selection
of beer from around the
world.
The restaurant section
of the club offers an extensive menu and a homey
atmosphere. For breakfast, one could order a
mushroom spinach souffle
or eggs Benedict as well as
waffles and more ordinary
fare. There is a wide choice
of sandwiches, teriyaki
steak, bagels with lox and
cream cheese, dolmas,
and artichokes, also.
Happy Hour, which is
held on Fridays from 4 to 6
p.m., is the club’s biggest
attraction and features a
ragtime band.
"It gets real crazy
when it’s packed," said
Fitzgerald.
The band room is
opened during Happy Hour
and for the concerts which
are held at the club. This
600-capacity room used to
be an eight-lane bowling
alley and has a dance floor
larger than the old
Fillmore West.

"The Catalyst doesn’t
limit itself to one type of
music," said Fitzgerald,
"you’ll find everything
from reggae to Jerry
Garcia."
The acts booked range
from local sensations like
the Cool Jerks and the
Batteries to nationally
known groups like the
Tubes. Reggae music from
the Twinkle Bros. and the
Reggae All-Stars is occasionally featured.
The average price of
these shows is under $5 but
the club does feature a El
night with local clubs.

Upstairs is the Billiard
Room, which offers pool,
pinball machines, electronic gaines, and another
bar. This room is smoky,
dingy, and tough. The blare
of top-40 hits from a
jukebox provides the music
while bikers and cowboys
mingle. The bar looks like a
cage. A member of the
Hells Angels would feel
right at home here.
The donwstairs part of
the club is open from 9 a.m.
to 1:30 a.m.; the upstairs
from 12 p.m. to 1:30a.m.
The Catalyst is located
at 1011 Pacific Ave., Santa
Cruz.

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,
Gary Thu k

In the Catalyst’s large dancing hall, many local
bands can be heard nightly.

Personalized Service
SAN JOSE - 493 S. FIRST ST., 99114060
’Son Jose - 3403 Stevens Creek Blvd., 243-3120’
*Son Jose - 867 Blossom Hill Rd., 578-5700’
Cupertino - 10133 S. DeAnzo Blvd., 996-1212
Los Gatos - 15736 Los Gatos Blvd., 358-1782
Sunnyvale - 592 Mary Ave., 738-2882
Polo Alto - 392911 Camino Real, 493-5115
Son Rafael - 999 Francisco Blvd., 457-3515
Mill Volley - 6531. Blithedale Ave., 383-6166

Wing’s
Chinese
Restaurant

Wookileys 11:304116:00 Sahlnisys 9:00164:30
’Open Seedily 10:00 till 4:00

Come in for your
Student Discount Card
Receive 15% off
most items

La Paz
Margaritas

Mandarin 8c Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 Blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.

4AL

By Holly Fletcher
The proposed Recreatic
Events Center created a
controversy for two semesters
seems the heat of the argum(
cooled considerably sine,
referendum was passed i
March general election.
Perhaps students are
interested in finals or sunshin
hotly debated topics, but wt
the reason only two students
present at the first of four
hearings asking for student
into the Rec Center’s facilities
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Film review

The
Entertainer
Calendar
MUSIC
Paul Collins’ Beat
Friday. 8 and 11 p.m. at
the Old Waldorf. 444
Battery St . San Fran LISCO.
The Human League
at
Sunday, 8 p ,m
Warfield Theatre. San
Francisco
The Dregs, Wednesday.
7 ’in p.m at the Santa
Cruz Civic Auditorium.
Tim Ware Group, Mike
Marshal, Darol Anger
Duo tonight, 8 p m. at
The Boarding House.
901 Columbus Ave.. San
Francisco.
Brian Auger and the
Search Party (2 sets).
Good Dog Saturday at
Berkeley Square, 1333
Ave.,
University
Berkeley.
Roy Buchanan Friday.
Jerry Garcia Band
Saturday and Umoja
Sunday at the Keystone
2119
Berkeley.
Ave..
University
Berkeley.
Sparks, Units, Hyts
Saturday at the Keystone
Palo Alto, 260 California
Ave.. Palo Alto.

FILM
"Taps,"Patton," Friday,
9:35 and 6:30 p.m..

"Flesh Gordon,"
"Barbarella," Saturday.
830 and 10:10 p.m. at
the U.C. Theatre, 2036
University Ave. Berkeley.
and
"Romeo
Juliet,"Brother Sun,
Sister Moon," tonight
and Friday. "The French
Lieutenant’s Woman,"
Saturday
"Tess,"
through Monday. 7:15
and 9:30 p.m. at Camera
One. 366 S. First St.
"Arthur,""Private Benjamin," tonight and
Friday. 7:30 and 9:15.
of
"Absence
The
Malice,’"All
Men,"
President’s
Saturday and Sunday,
7:30 and 9:40 p.m. at
the New Varsity, 456
Palo
University Ave
Alto.

UPCOMING
The Human League
Sunday, May 9. 2 p.m
at Warfield Theatre. San
Francisco.
The Dregs Wednesday.
May 12, 7:30 p.m. at
Santa Cruz Civic, Friday,
May 14. 8 p.m. at
Warfield Theatre.
UFO. Aldo Novc
Sunday. May 16, 8 p.m.
at San Francisco Civic

WANTED!!!
tStudent representative to help
distribute SPIRULINA. WATER FILTRATION
SYSTEMS & AIR IONIZER AND PURIFIERS to
growing college market. Experience in
business and or nutrition helpful but
not necessary. First person to qualify
will be trained to manage other student
distributors. REWARD! If your the type
of person that would appreciate a chance
to wirk 5-10 hours a week with the possibility
of unlimited income. call Dennis
379-2080.

Joan Jett and The
Blackhearts Tuesday.
May 18. 8 p.m. at San
Jose Civic.
Asia Friday and
Saturday. May 21 and 22
at Warfield Theatre, San
Francisco
The Jam Wednesday.
June 2. 8 p.m. at
Warfield Theatre. Sar
Francisco.
Day On The Green "1
Journey.
featuring
Santana and special
guests Saturday. June
26. 3 p.m. at Oakland
Stadium.
GALLERIES
"Artifacts at the End of
a Decade" through May
28 at SJSU’s Union
Gallery. Guest lecture by
Robert Atkins Friday,
May 7.3:30p m
American
"Great
Needlework Show IV"
May 9 through 30 at the
Montalvo Center for the
Arts. Saratoga.
"The Works of Edward
Ruscha," through May
23 at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art.
Van Ness Avenue at
McAllister Street. San
Francisco.

Sullivan’s story
proves heartening

Search for
"The
Alexander," through
May 16, "Fashion in the
1880’s," through May 31
at De Young Museum.
Golden Gate Park. San
Francisco.
"The Bizarre Imagery of
58
Yoshitoshi,"
prints.
woodblock
California Palace of the
Legion of Honor. Lincoln
Park. San Francisco
Walter
Evans:
"A
Penetrating Vision," Art
Museum of Santa Cruz
County. 224 Church St.,
Santa Cruz through
Sunday.
THEATER
"They are Dying Out,"
Bay Theatre Collective.
Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays.
8
p.m.
Through May 23 at 2320
Bancroft, Berkeley.
"The End Justifies The
Means," Star Players
May 7 and 8, 8:30 p.m.
at Cubberly Theatre.
4000 Middlefield. Palo
Alto
"As You Like It." May
12 through 15. 8:15
p m. at West Valley
College Theater. 14000
Fruitvale Ave.. Saratoga.

is it that movie critics, or critics in general,
Why
try their hardest to pick apart a movie if the film
has no "artistic" value, is full of mechanical
faults, or doesn’t have a big name actor or actress
starring?
Case in point: "If You Could See What !Hear?"
The movie centers around Tom Sullivan, a young man
who is blind, attends college and goes about life pretending he’s not blind.
Starring Marc Singer as Sullivan, R.H. Thomson as
Sly, Shari Belafonte Harper as Heather, and Sarah
Torgov as Patti, "See What! Hear" is a movie that leaves
you feeling good about life and yourself.
But professional critics aren’t in favor of movies that
entertain someone. No, for some unknown reason, "See
What I Hear" has received bad reviews.
Perhaps what the professionals are missing, or
overlooking, is the sheer entertainment value of the
movie.
"See What I Hear" has some interesting conflicts, and
in this reviewer’s opinion, is much better than "On Golden
Pond."
First, it’s a love story and a love story that leaves you
feeling good about both characters, Sullivan and Patti.
Sullivan attends Providence University, where he
meets Heather i "Chanel No. 5" because of the perfume
she’s wearing. ) Tom falls in love with Heather and they
develop a close relationship. But it’s not close enough for
Heather, and she is unable to accept both Tom’s blindness
and the "stigma" of an interracial relationship.
Therefore, she departs for Italy.
Tom and Sly travel up the coast to New England
where Tom and Sly proceed to charm many young ladies
into their bedrooms.
And so the summer, or most of it, is spent that way,
until Tom meets Patti, who is on vacation from Seattle.
Tom tries to charm his way into bed with Patti, but no
go.
In fact, Patti forces Tom to think about their
relationship as more than just sex.
Patti is looking for love on a permanent basis. Tom is
still hurting from Heather’s rejection.
But Patti forces Tom to do more than just question his
relationship with her.
And, in a most riveting scene, Sullivan begins to
realize that he is blind and that’s the way most people
perceive him.
"See What I Hear" is filled with romance, beautiful
scenery, potential conflicts and funny moments.
What more can a movie goer ask for and receive?
On a scaleof 0-5, this movie is a definite five.
And never mind the other reviews, this movie makes
you feel good about life in general, and in this time of
crisis after crisis, what’s wrong with feeling good once in
a while?

Confucius say -- A Delicious Chinese
Dinner is the Way to Show Mother You
Love Her,
AUTHENTIC
HUNAN &
SZECHUAN,
MANDARIN CUISINE
385 So. Winchester Blvd.
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The hearing was schedu
the Student Union board of dir
so the board could weigh s
ideas before deciding what fa
the center will contain.

By Les Mahler

OPEN 7 DAYS

BANQUETS & PARTIES

FOOD TO GO

248-8249

Sara Esqueda, a gri
student in social work, sugge:
board members that a saur
massage be included in the cer

Hairdressers,
saunas amor
suggestions
"That would be an add(
vice a lot of students could I
from," she said.
Esqueda said that handi(
access, especially to the
should be considered.
"That is a very imr
consideration," agreed Ron
S.U. director. "Certainly the
of the handicapped are vei
portant."

(fy

Barrett said Esqu
suggestion and other suggi
from students in later he
would be compiled into a rep
presentation to the board at ti
18th meeting. He said the boa
have to determine which se
would be essential and whicl
desired, but dependent on cc
space availability.
Other suggestions, comit
Union staff members, it
hairdriers in the locker
closing San Carlos from
Fourth street and an enth:
vote for the golf cage.

Coins c
in camr
Police say it’s (
By Phil I
Nearly $2,000 in coins
money boxes of campus cops
reported to the University Pol
Copy machines in bott
Walhquist libraries and in
tampered with or opened wi
April 20, according to Lt. La
Police.
The first report came last
The cash boxes of three c
first and third floors of the Cli
about $755 in coins were taker
"The unique thing is
opened," James said, adding
had a key to the machines.
James said library perso
keys. The machines are I
Hayward, he added.
Although the theft was
could have occurred anytinu
James said this is because al:

